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Kantorovich gave an upper bound to the product of two quadratic forms, (X’AX) 
(X’A - ‘X). where X is an n-vector of unit length and A is a positive definite matrix. 
Bloomfield, Watson and Knott found the bound for the product of determinants 
JX’AXI IX’A -‘XI where X is n x k matrix such that X’X = I,. In this paper we 
determine the bounds for the traces and determinants of matrices of the type 
X’AYY’A-‘X, X’B’X(X’BCX)~‘X’C?X(X’BCX)-’ where X and Y are n x k 
matrices such that X’X = Y’Y = I, and A, B, C are given matrices satisfying some 
conditions. The results are applied to the least squares theory of estimation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
An inequality due to Kantorovich asserts that 
(X’AX)(X’A -‘x> < (A, + A”)’ 
(X’X)’ ’ 41,/I, (l-1) 
for all non-null n-vectors X, when A is a symmetric n X n matrix with eigen- 
values I, > ..a > A,, > 0. A natural multivariate extension of (1.1) arises 
from a‘ comparison of the positive definite matrices X’AX and (X’A -lx>-‘, 
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where X is an n x k matrix of rank k such that XX = Ik (unit matrix of 
order k). One measure for comparing two matrices is the ratio of the deter- 
minants 
IX’AXI/J(X’A-‘X)-‘J = IX’AXI IX’A-‘Xl (1.2) 
and another is 
tr(X’AX)(X’A -‘X) (1.3) 
which correspond to the product and sum of the eigenvalues of X’AX with 
respect to (X’A -IX)- ‘. One could choose other functions of eigenvalues as 
well. 
A generalization of the Kantorovich inequality (1.1) is to determine upper 
bounds to (1.2) and (1.3). Bloomfield and Watson [ 1 ] and Knott [3] proved 
that 
(X’AXI IX’A -‘xl < 
“i”(f!-“1 (Ai + l”-i+ ,)’ 
i=l 4Ail”-i+ 1 ’ 
(1.4) 
In the present paper, we obtain an upper bound to (1.3), among other more 
general results. 
More specifically we obtain upper bounds to 
IX’A YI ( Y’A -‘xl 
JX’XI I Y’YI V-5) 
and 
tr(X’AY)(Y’Y)-’ (Y’A-‘X)(X’X)-‘. (1.6) 
Note 1. The result (1.5) extends the inequality of Strang [7] for the 
product (X’A Y)(Y’A - ‘X)/(X’X)(Y‘Y), where X and Y are n-vectors. 
Note 2. The problems remain the same if in (1.5) and (1.6) we restrict X 
and Y by the conditions XX = Y’Y = I. 
Greub and Rheinboldt [2] generalized the Kantorovich inequality in the 
form 
(1.7) 
where X is an n-vector, B and C are positive definite commuting matrices 
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with eigenvalues I ,,..., A,, and ,u ,,..., ,u,,, respectively. We determine upper 
bounds to 
IX’BCX(* (1.8) 
and 
tr(X’C*X)(X’BCX)-’ (X’B2X)(X’BCX)p’, (1.9) 
where X is an n x k matrix of rank k. We consider only matrices with real 
elements, although the arguments hold more generally in some of the 
theorems. 
An immediate application of the upper bounds to (1.2) and (1.3) arises in 
the least-squares theory of estimation. Let Y = X/I + E be the Gauss-Markoff 
model, where X is an n x k matrix such that X’X= I, (without loss of 
generality) and COV(E) = A. The best linear estimator of /I and its covariance 
matrix are 
p= (X/A-lx)-‘x/A-‘Y, Cov@) = (X’A -1x)-’ 
while the simple least-squares estimator (ignoring A) and its covariance 
matrix are 
b=X’Y, Cov(b) = X’AX. 
Of course, 
X’AX - (X’A ‘X) - ’ (1.10) 
is non-negative definite (n.n.d.) indicating that b is an inefficient estimator. 
Since (1.10) is n.n.d., the roots 0 ,,..., 0, of 
) X’AX - B(X’A - ‘X) ~ ’ ) = 0 (1.11) 
are all 21 (Rao [S, p. 70]), and all the roots are equal to unity, i.e., b is as 
efficient as B, iff A is of the form 
A = Xz,X’ + ZC,Z’, (1.12) 
where Z is orthogonal to X and Cl, Z, are symmetric matrices (Rao 141). 
We may choose a suitable increasing function of ej as a measure of inef- 
ficiency of b. One such measure is the product of the roots 
8, a.- 8,= JX’AXI IX’A-IX/, (1.13) 
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and another is the sum 
8, + . . . + Sk = tr(X’AX)(X’A -‘X). (1.14) 
One of the problems of interest is to find the maximum inefftciency that 
can occur when A is fixed and the design matrix X is varied. This would 
enable us to choose a suitable design matrix to guard against possible high 
ineffrciency in b for specified departures of COV(E) from I. The upper bound 
to (1.13) was given by Bloomfield and Watson [ 1 ] and Knott [3], and we 
find the upper bound to (1.14) in the present paper. 
Similarly, the upper bounds to (1.8) and (1.9) obtained in this paper are 
useful in computing the inefficiency of the estimator of 0 when the true 
covariance matrix of E in the Gauss-Markoff model is A = BZ (say) and a 
wrong covariance matrix D of the form BC = CB is used. 
2. THE MAIN THEOREMS 
THEOREM 1. Let X and Y be n x k matrices of rank k such that X’X = 
Y’Y = I,. Further let A be any fixed non-singular matrix with singular 
ualues 1, > ... > 1, > 0. Then: 
(a) ,X,A y, ( Y’A -‘Xl < mi”‘i’i-k’ ‘“;i+:“Ii’I)* , 
i=l 1 n ItI 
k (b) trX’AYY’A-‘X< r Cn( + An-i+ I)* 
iC1 4Ajl,-i+l 
(2.1) 
if 2k<n 
if 2k > n. (2.2) 
Note that the problems (a) and (b) remain the same if A and ApI are 
replaced by D and D- ‘, where D is the diagonal matrix with AI,..., A.,,, the 
singular values of A as diagonal elements. (The singular values of A are 
positive square roots of the eigenvalues of A’A.) 
Proof of (a). Since we are seeking for an upper bound which is positive, 
we need consider only regions of X and Y, where IX’DYI and ] Y’D-‘Xl are 
positive. To maximize IX’DYI ( Y’D- ‘X] we consider the expression 
lnlX’DY]+ln]X’D-‘Yl-trA,X’X-trA,Y’Y, (2.3) 
where A r and A, are matrices of Lagrangian multipliers and equate the 
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derivatives with respect to the elements of X and Y to zero. The equations 
obtained by using the methods of matrix differentiation (see Rao 
[ 5, pp. 72-731) are 
(T;)-’ Y’D + (?;)-I Y’D-1 = 2/1,X’, (2.4) 
T; ‘X’D + T; ‘X’D - ’ = 2A z Y’, (2.5 1 
where T, = X’DY and T, = X’D-‘Y. Post-multiplying (2.4) by X, we get 
A, = I. Similarly A2 = I. Post-multiplying (2.5) by DX and D- ‘X, 
T; ‘X’D’X + T; ’ = 2T; and T;‘X’D-‘X+ T;’ = 2T;. (2.6) 
Pre- and post-multiplying the first equation of (2.6) by yz T, and T,, 
respectively, we get 
T;X’D’XT, -I- T, T, = 2T; T, T’, T, 
which shows that T;T, is a symmetric matrix; and similarly T,T; is also 
symmetric. Then (2.6) can be written as 
(TIT;)-‘X’D*X= (T,T;)X’D-*X= 2Z- (T2T’,-‘. (2.7) 
Note that the eigenvalues of 2Z- (T2 T’,-’ are positive and hence it is a 
positive definite matrix. Using the symmetry of T; T, and T, 7”i, we get from 
(2.7) 
(X’D*X)(X’D-*X) = (2T, F, - I)‘. (2.8) 
Substituting for Y in (2.4) from (2.5) and using (2.7) we have 
(X’D’X)-‘X’D* + (X’D-*X)-‘X/D-* = 2X’ (2.9) 
which is the same type of equation solved by Bloomfield and Watson ]l] 
and Knott [3]. In the final solution, X’D2X and X’Dw2X are diagonal 
matrices, and hence by (2.8), T, T; is also diagonal. Let the ith diagonal 
elements of (X’D’X)(X’D-*X) and TIT’, be 8; and vi, respectively. Then by 
(2.8) 
(hi - l)* = Sf or vi = ;(l + Si) or j(I - Si), 
i = l,..., k. 
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Since we are looking for the maximum value of 1 T, T;(, we choose vi = 
j( 1 + S,), and thus obtain 
min(k,n-k) 
IX“4 Y( 1 Y’A -‘XI < E 31 + 0 (2.10) 
where 8; = (At + A~-i+,)2/4A:L~-i+ r. Substituting for di in terms of ,Ii in 
(2.10), the result (2.1) is established. 
Proof of (b). Consider the singular value decompositions 
D-‘12XX’D’/2=PAIQ’, D- l/2yytD’12 = RA,S’, (2.11) 
where A, = diag(a, ,..., akr 0 ,..., 0) and A, = diagp, ,..., Pk, 0 ,..., 0) with 
a, > .** >a,>0 and /3,>... a/?& > 0, and P, Q, R, S are orthogonal 
matrices. Then 
trX’DYY’D-‘X=trA,Q’SA,R’P<trA,A, (2.12) 
using a theorem of von Neumann (see the expression (2.11) in Rao [6]), 
with equality when 
Q's= (: 89 ) and R/P= (‘0” i2), 
where B, and B, are orthogonal matrices. Further tr A,A, < (tr Af)v2 
(tr A:)“2 and equality is attained when A, = A,. Thus in order to maximize 
tr X’DYY’D-‘X, we need only consider the case X = Y. Writing 
T = X’DXX’D-‘X, the expression to be minimized is 
tr T-/1,Xx’. (2.13) 
The equation for X after eliminating the Lagrangian multiplier A, is 
(X’D- ‘X) X’D + (X’DX) X’D- ’ = (T + T’) X’. (2.14) 
Post-multiplying (2.12) by D-‘X(X’DX) and DX(X’D-‘X) we find that 
(T+ T’)T- T and (T+ T’)T’ - T’ (2.15) 
are positive definite matrices. Since T + T’ is symmetric, (T + T’) = PTP’, 
where r is a diagonal and P is an orthogonal matrix. Then (2.15) implies 
that 
(I-- I) P’TP and (r - Z) P’T’P (2.16) 
are positive definite matrices. From (2.16), we infer that all the diagonal 
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elements of r - I are non-zero. Then from the symmetry of the expressions 
in (2.16) it follows that P’TP is symmetric or T is symmetric. Then pre- 
multiplying both sides of (2.14) by T-‘, 
(X’DX)- ’ X’D + (X’D - ‘X)- ’ X’D - ’ = 2X’ (2.17) 
which is same as the equation obtained by Bloomfield and Watson and 
Knott. Hence we have the result(2.2). 
Bloomfield and Watson [ 1 ] also obtain a result concerning the trace of a 
matrix, which is different from that considered in (2.2). 
THEOREM 2. Let B and C be symmetric non-singular matrices of order n 
such that BC = CB is positive definite. Further, let A, > .a. >, A, be the eigen- 
values of BC-‘, and X an n x k matrix of rank k. Then: 
(a) (& + ,l,mi+ ,)’ 
4Ailn-i* 1 ’ 
(b) tr(X’B’X)(X’BCX)-’ (X’C*X)(X’BCX))’ 
if 2k < n 
(2.18) 
if 2k > n. (2.19) 
Proox Since BC = CB, there exists an orthogonal matrix P such that 
B = PD,P’ and C = PD,,P’, where D, and D, are diagonal matrices with 
diagonal elements U, ,..., u, and v, ,..., v,, respectively. Then BC = PD,P’, 
where D, = DUD,,, and ai = uivi > 0 by assumption. Let Y = D\/;;P’X. Then 
lX’B2Xl IX’C’XI = I Y’D, YI (Y’D,‘Y\ 
/ X’BCX/* \ Y’Yj2 ’ 
where D, is a diagonal matrix with the ith diagonal element 
,U~ = ui/vi = uf/ai. It is seen that ,U~ are the eigenvalues of BC’. The 
A , ,..., A, defined in Theorem 2 are the ordered values of ,u, ,..., ,uclp. Result (a) 
of Theorem 2 follows by an application of result (a) of Theorem 1. Similarly 
result (b) is proved. 
Theorem 1 can be extended to the case where the order of the matrices X 
and Y are different and the expression on the left hand side of (2.1) is written 
as IX’A YY’A -‘XI. Similarly Theorem 2 can be extended to cases where B 
and C are singular. The proofs are somewhat involved and will be presented 
in a separate paper. 
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